CONDITION OF USE

Nature of request: Patron permission to reproduce the following materials:

For the purpose of:

requestor to publish the photograph(s) in conjunction with the article for these rights

1. Use of any digital/photographic image is allowed for the purpose stated above and on a one-time, non-exclusive basis, with all rights reserved. No unauthorized copies of this image are permitted. Permission must be requested in new printings or editions.

2. Plainfield Public Library shall be credited as follows: **Part of the Local History Collection of the Plainfield Public Library, NJ.** Said credit should appear below the reproduction, within visual distance, and/or in general listing where other images are credited. User of the image in promotional matter must also be credited.

3. The image must be used in its entirety, and not cropped in any way, unless stated above.

4. See reverse for Quitclaim Photograph License.
Quitclaim Photograph License

- Plainfield Public Library maintains physical ownership of the requested photograph(s) and is giving limited rights for the approved use in exchange for credit of the photograph(s) and agreed Use Fee.

- Whereas, Plainfield Public Library has physical ownership of the photograph, we are making no representations or warranties as to copyright ownership of the photograph,

- And any use of the photograph is at the licensees own risk.

- Whereas, Plainfield Public Library is unaware of any copyright owner, depending on the specific image, third parties may be required permission to publish.

- The photograph(s) can be used within the limits stated under “For the purpose of” above.

- In addition, the approved requestor, and the organization they represent, agrees not to sell photograph as a stock photo.

I agree to the above conditions:

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature Date

Title ________________________________________________________________

Organization ________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Phone ________________________

Email ________________________________________________________________